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Felix S. Thomas completed his law studies at the Goethe University in Frankfurt am Main. During his
legal clerkship in the district of the Higher Regional Court of Frankfurt am Main, he worked, inter alia,
in a law firm in Tel Aviv specialising in German-Israeli legal affairs.

At the beginning of 2018, Mr Thomas started his professional career at Leinemann & Partner's
Frankfurt office. He has been a specialist lawyer for construction and architectural law since November
2021. He was appointed partner of the firm in mid-2022.

Felix S. Thomas advises clients primarily on private construction and architectural law. His advice
covers all issues of contract drafting and contract management. His focus is on the development of
strategies for dealing with change orders and prolongation cost claims.

Moreover, Felix S. Thomas advises clients and bidders on the tendering of construction and service
contracts. Also and in particular in connection with the use of funding.

In the event of a conflict, Felix S. Thomas litigates on behalf of his clients in ordinary courts or
arbitration courts.

In addition to his work as a lawyer, Felix S. Thomas is a speaker at lectures and seminars on
construction law.

As an author in several specialised books on construction law, Felix S. Thomas has commented on § 6
VOB/B and written a chapter on general terms and conditions clauses on execution deadlines,
hindrances and contractual penalties. Furthermore, he has published several articles in construction
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law journals.

Felix S. Thomas is a member of the Frankfurt am Main Bar Association and a specialist lawyer for
construction and architectural law.
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